Circadian systems provide a fitness advantage to organisms by allowing them to adapt to daily changes of environmental cues, such as light/dark cycles. The molecular mechanism underlying the circadian clock has been well characterized. However, how internal circadian clocks are entrained with regular daily light/dark cycles remains unclear. By collecting and analyzing indirect calorimetry (IC) data from more than 2000 wild-type mice available from the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC), we show that the onset time and peak phase of activity and food intake rhythms are reliable parameters for screening defects of circadian misalignment. We developed a machine learning algorithm to quantify these two parameters in our misalignment screen (SyncScreener) with existing datasets and used it to screen 750 mutant mouse lines from five IMPC phenotyping centres. Mutants of five PLOS Genetics | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.
Introduction
The circadian clock is one of the best-characterized mechanisms that can mediate the influence of environmental cues on molecular, physiological and behavioural activities in almost all organisms. The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is the central circadian pacemaker in mammals that receives photic information via the retina, integrates time-related information of tissues and organs, and then transmits timing information to cells and tissues to regulate physiology and behaviour to entrainment of animals to the daily changes of environmental cues [1, 2] . Chronic misalignment between the circadian clock and the environment has been implicated in many pathological processes such as sleep disorders, cardiovascular diseases, metabolic disorders, and cancer [3, 4] . Mice with a defective light input pathway (lacking rods, cones, and melanopsin (Opn4 -/-Gnat1 -/-Cnga3 -/-)), cannot be entrained to light/dark cycles [5, 6] . On the other hand, arrhythmicity at the tissue or behavioural level and attenuated lightinduced phase shift can result from impaired expression of coupling peptides in the SCN, such as genetic ablation of vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), Gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) or VIP receptors VPAC in mice [7] [8] [9] . In humans, dysfunction or misalignment of the circadian clock with environmental cues alters the timing of the sleep-wake cycle [10] [11] [12] . Mice with mutations orthologous to the human mutations (PER2S662G, CK1δT44A) recapitulate human phase-advanced behavioural rhythms and transgenic mice carrying PER1S714G mutation advances feeding behaviour [13] [14] [15] [16] , indicating that mice are a good model for human circadian functions. In addition, activity, feeding, temperature and glucocorticoid signals can also affect the circadian phase [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . These are all zeitgebers of the circadian clock and will impart phase information on their target tissues [22] . Circadian misalignment is a consequence of conflicting signals of these zeitgebers.
The International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC) project is generating a genome-wide annotation of gene functions by systematically generating and phenotyping a collection of standardized single-gene knockout mice [23] [24] [25] . Indirect calorimetry (IC) datasets are collected by the IMPC pipelines with standardized protocols (https://www. mousephenotype.org/impress/protocol/86). Activity parameters are monitored using a metabolic chamber equipped with infrared beam instead of using a running wheel to avoid artificially enhanced or weakened activity. A food intake monitoring system is also integrated to investigate diurnal patterns of feeding rhythms and behaviours. The availability of the IC datasets from mice generated and phenotyped by the IMPC offered a unique opportunity to perform a large-scale screen for mutants with defective circadian misalignment. By analyzing the IC data from more than 2,000 wild-type mice available from the IMPC, we identified two reliable parameters of circadian misalignment. We developed a machine learning algorithm for circadian parameter recognition (SyncScreener). Using this algorithm, we screened mice from 750 mutant lines from five IMPC centres and identified five novel genes involved in circadian misalignment. Among these genes, the function of Slc7a11 in circadian entrainment was confirmed by creating a knockout mouse, demonstrating that our approach is effective in uncovering mechanistic insights into circadian entrainment.
Results

Analyzing mouse indirect calorimetry datasets to identify reliable parameters for circadian misalignment
Misalignment between different components of the circadian systems and sleep-wake cycles or food intake behaviour as a result of genetic, environmental or behavioural factors might be an important contributor to diseases as well as how we can treat and prevent them. The mouse mutants with circadian misalignment would result in phase changes in locomotor activity and/or food intake behaviour under the light/dark cycle. We attempt to provide a systematic approach to identify genes underlying misalignment between circadian systems and behavioural factors. We thus collected available IC data from five IMPC centres: the Riken BioResource Center (RBRC), The Centre for Phenogenomics (TCP), the Institut Clinique de la Souris (ICS), the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI) and the Helmholtz Zentrum Munich (HMGU) and designed a workflow for systematic and unbiased analysis of circadian misalignment for more than 2,000 wild-type C57BL/6N mice and mice from 750 mutant mouse lines ( Fig 1) .
Baseline data from wild-type C57BL/6N were used to compare the reliability of data between centres and/or within centres to choose robust parameters of circadian misalignment. We first analyzed the activity/food intake cycle data for wild-type mice from the five IMPC centres. The total activity and food intake for each mouse was calculated and expressed as 1-hour averages over at least 21 hours according to the IMPC protocol. As expected, both activity and food intake rhythms displayed two clear peaks: a strong early evening (E) peak and a weak early morning (M) peak [26, 27] (Fig 2A and 2B ). The onset time at which mouse activity or food intake behaviour transitioned from the resting state to the active state could be clearly seen. These observations suggest that the onset time and E peak phase are potentially reliable parameters for circadian behaviour despite the diversity of data from different centres.
By optimizing conditions to draw scatter plot maps, we further assessed the activity and food intake parameters using 2201 activity/rest scatter plots and 2160 food intake scatter plots at 1-hour intervals over 21 hours (ZT0: light on, ZT12: light off, plots deposited in the Cam-Su GRC database, http://gofile.me/2F1pE/RP2URKxV2) (S1 and S2 Files). The onset times and peak phases for activity and food intake were manually evaluated by observing the curve of Screening strategy diagram. IC data sets were collected from five centres (WTSI, ICS, TCP, RBRC and HMGU). Baseline data from >2000 wild-type C57BL/6N mice were used to determine parameters for identification of circadian misalignment by visual assessment and developing a machine learning. Discovery of phenodeviance was achieved by screening datasets from 750 mutant lines against primary criteria (mean data) and secondary criteria (at least 50% similar phenotypes, effect size > 1.2 and p-value < 0.001). Validation was conducted by further light entrainment experiments using mutant mice. WTSI: Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute; ICS: Institut Clinique de la Souris; TCP: The Centre for Phenogenomics; RBRC: Riken Bio-Resource Center; HMGU: German Mouse Clinic (Helmholtz Zentrum München). The light schedules in the procedure room were labelled as indicated.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1008577.g001 the consistent trend of the onset, peak phase and amplitude of activity (A) and food intake (B) recorded by IC of more than 2000 C57BL/6N mice across the five IMPC centres. Mice were ordered according to their evening peak phases. 1 (red) represents the strongest; 0 (blue) represents the weakest. Zeitgeber time (ZT), ZT 0: light on, ZT12: light off. (C, D) The distribution of the onset and peak phase of activity (C) and food intake (D) from the five centres identified by SyncScreener (pink: onset; red: peak phase). Also see S1 Fig with visual assessment. (E-H) The varied range of onset and peak phase of activity and food intake from the five centres identified by SyncScreener. activity or food intake. We found that the onset time points of activity and food intake were reliably detected with the lowest variance as compared to other parameters from the five different IMPC centres (S1 Fig, pink column, S1 Table) . E peak phases of activity/food intake showed a broader distribution than that of the activity onset (S1 Fig, red column, S2 Table) . Thus, the onset time and E peak phase are reliable parameters for comparison of circadian misalignment. In addition, because light schedules in the procedure rooms are different in the five centres (light cycle, WTSI: 7:30-19:30; TCP: 7:00-19:00; ICS: 7:00-19:00; RBRC 11:00-23:00; HMGU: 6:00-18:00), our data analyses were restricted to within-centre comparisons instead of between-centre comparisons. We also limited IC data analysis to male mice because the variability of these parameters in females was great, likely due to the estrous cycles.
Empirical visual assessment for onset time and peak phase is time consuming, technically demanding and subjective. To resolve these issues, we employed machine learning to develop predictive models to identify the onset time and peak phase from IC datasets. In our algorithm, a convolutional neural network (CNN) was used to learn from synthetic rhythmic data sets to generate predictive models to investigate the utility of IMPC resources for large-scale screening. Our algorithm needs to learn from labelled training data to build predictive models. Since the IC data are unlabelled and not very diverse, we generated synthetic training data by simulating the pattern of raw data separately in five different centres with labelled onset times and peak phases. The onset time was defined as a transition from rest to active state, like the interim of a piecewise function, while the peak phase was the end of the transition (S2 Fig) .
Then, we simulated the data before the peak phase by an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) with a piecewise function and fitted the remaining data by Gaussian functions. Next, we produced various rhythmic patterns by random disturbance of the onset and peak phase. In addition, measurement noise was modelled as white noise that was added to synthetic training data. Predictive models were generated by learning these large synthetic training data sets. Furthermore, we applied predictive models to the IC datasets from 2201 mice for activity/rest and 2160 mice for food intake in five different centres. The results for the onset time and peak phase of activity and food intake for each centre were determined by SyncScreener ( Fig 2C- 2H, S3 and S4 Tables).
Next, we compared the results from visual assessment and machine learning algorithm (SyncScreener, S3 File) using Bland-Altman plots to determine whether the automated parameter determination was accurate compared to visual assessment [28] . Bland-Altman plots showed that the differences between the two methods were acceptable within a 95% limit of agreement with more acceptable results for the onset time than the peak phase (S3 Fig and S4  Fig) .
Finally, since we did not find known clock regulators with activity phenotypes from screened mutants, we used several known circadian mutant lines to validate our predictive models and parameters: hPER2 S662G mice (advanced onset of activity), Fbxl3 -/mice (delayed onset of activity), Nestin-Cre;Zbtb20 -/mice (delayed peak phase) and hPER1 S714G mice (advanced onset of food intake) [15, 16, 29, 30] . These clock mutant mice were placed in calorimetry cages to generate IC data plotted at 1-hour intervals over 24 hours ( Fig 3A-3J) . The onset and peak phase were estimated by SyncScreener ( Fig 3K) and visual assessment for comparison (S5 Table) . The standardized effect size (d) was used to estimate the phenodeviance where the absolute difference between the mutant and wild-type control was scaled in units of the phenotypic standard deviation (a statistical power analysis according to IMPC protocol) [31] . The p value was employed to measure a false-positive risk. As shown by the SyncScreener results in Fig 3K, these known circadian mutants showed the estimated detectable d value (effect size: 1.2-6.64) and clearly statistically significance (p < 0.05-0.001) for the onset time and peak phase that were consistent with their known phenotypes ( Fig 3K) . These results suggest that determination of these two parameters by our machine learning algorithm and IC data are reliable for identification of mouse mutants with impaired circadian misalignment behaviour.
Identification of mouse mutants with impaired circadian misalignment behaviour
Primary criteria: We applied the machine learning algorithm to detect the onset and peak phase of activity/food intake in mutant mouse lines. By comparing the parameters of the wildtype control mice from each centre, we screened 440 homozygous and 310 heterozygote mutant strains, representing loss-of-function of 726 unique genes (S6 and S7 Tables). We obtained a mean scatter dot curve generated from 7-8 male mice for each genotype available in the IMPC database to evaluate the onset times and peaks by SyncScreener. The distribution of phase deviations of onset and peak phases between the wild-type and mutant mouse lines at each centre are shown in Fig 4A-4E and S8 Table. The onset time or peak phase which falls in the tails beyond~+/-2 s.d. from mean (approximate 5%) were designated outliers, where s.d. represents the standard deviation of differences between the mutants and wild-type control in each centre. Among the 750 mutant lines, 12 existed at two or more centres and they all exhibited the same phenotypes as the wild-type (S9 Table) . 88 (11.7%) of the 750 mutant mouse lines falls in the tail beyond~+/-2 s.d (approximate 5%) from mean for either the onset and/ or peak phase of activity and food intake. Those mutant lines were selected against the secondary criteria (S10 Table, 88 genes).
Secondary criteria: The candidate mouse lines were further examined by the following criteria: (1) 50% of individual mice within a line displayed similar phenotypes as one of phenotyping baseline as described previously [24, 32, 33] 
is the absolute difference between mutant and baseline means scaled in units of phenotypic standard deviation. A larger value of effect size always indicates a stronger phenodeviance [24, 32] . Effect size (d) >1.2 suggested that the group difference is large between the mutant mice and the wild-type mice, and (3) the two-tailed t-test was used to examine the statistical significance (p value), where p<0.001 indicated statistical significance between the mutant line and phenotyping baseline. Five mutant lines (Slc7a11 tm1b/tm1b , Rhbdl1 +/tm1.1 , Spop +/tm1b , Oxtr tm1.1/tm1.1 , Ctc1 +/tm1b ) met the above three criteria (50% mice with similar phenotype, d > 1.2, and p < 0.001) ( Fig 5 and S11 Table) . For the Slc7a11 tm1b/tm1b mice, the time of activity onset is advanced compared to the wild-type at ICS (from ZT8 to ZT11) and the phase of food intake is indistinguishable between mutant and wild-type mice ( Fig 5A and 5B) . Rhbdl1 +/tm1.1 mice displayed a delayed onset of activity compared to wild-type mice at TCP ( Fig 5C and 5D ). Onset of activity and food intake in Spop +/tm1b mice were delayed ( Fig 5E and  5F ). The Oxtr tm1.1/tm1.1 mice exhibited a trend towards more daytime activity tendency than wild-type mice at the RBRC ( Fig 5G and 5H, S5 Fig) . The Ctc1 +/tm1b mice showed a delayed onset of both activity and food intake ( Fig 5I and 5J) . The effective size and p value from all candidate mutants fall within positive ranges (S11 Table, Recording of activity (A-E) and food intake (F-J) in known mutant lines and analyses of onset and peak phase by CLAMS. Data represent the mean ± SEM measured by IC under light-dark cycles from 8-14 mutant male mice for the indicated genotype. (K) The onset time (T on ) and peak phase (T ph ) identified by SyncScreener. d: detectable value (effect size) for the onset (d on ) and peak phase (d ph ); p: statistical significance by t-test for the onset (p on ) and peak phase (p ph ). Also see S5 Table for visual assessment results. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1008577.g003 that these five genes are potentially involved in circadian misalignment. The Spop, Ctc1 and Rhbdl1 homozygous mice were preweaning or embryonic lethality, so the phenotypes of homozygous knockout is not known. In addition, we found that the Slc7a11 tm1b/tm1b , and Rhbdl1 +/tm1.1 mutant mice showed altered glucose tolerance (IMPC data, S12 Table) , suggesting that the deletion or haploinsufficiency of these genes impaired metabolism.
Confirmation of the role of Slc7a11 in circadian behaviour
To confirm our screening results from the IMPC IC datasets, we generated the Slc7a11 tm1a/ tm1a mice using targeted C57BL/6N ES cells by Cam-Su Genomic Research Center [34] Fig 6A and 6B ). Although the onset was comparable between the Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a and wild-type littermates in the second day, the mutant mice showed a phase advance for the declining activity phase for the next dawn ( Fig 6A, red arrow) . Consistent with the results of SyncScreener, the food intake was comparable between mutant and wild-type mice, including VO 2 , VCO 2 (S7 Fig) . We next analyzed voluntary wheel-running activity to evaluate the onset time, and free-running period of the circadian clock for the Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice. Under LD cycles, the activity onset times were significantly advanced and unstable with a larger variance in the Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice compared with wild-type littermates ( Fig 6C and 6D ). This result is consistent with the above observations, suggesting that the mutant mice have reduced sensitivity to photic entrainment. The mice were subsequently released to constant darkness (DD) to determine circadian period. Of note, there is no significant difference in the circadian period ( Fig 6E-6G ). To fully examine the role of Slc7a11 in circadian entrainment, we subjected Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice and wild-type littermates to a simulated jet-lag environment. In response to a 6 h advance shift of the LD cycle, Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice immediately showed phase advance (S8 Fig) . Furthermore, to minimize the masking effect of light, Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice were subjected to a skeleton photoperiod with 15-min light arms from clock time 07:45 to 08:00 and from clock time 20:00 to 20:15 (ZT0, clock time 08:00) with darkness at all other times. We found that the activity onset was significantly advanced in Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice compared with wild-type littermates ( Fig  6H-6J ). Furthermore, mice were exposed to an alternating cycle of 3.5 h light and 3.5 h dark for T-cycle experiments. Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a confined their activity mostly to the dark phase as did their littermates (S9 Fig) , suggesting that disruption of Slc7a11 did not affect masking behaviour. Altogether, these data suggested that disruption of Slc7a11 changes sensitivity to circadian entrainment. Since the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is responsible for entraining mice activity rhythm by light/dark cycles [35] , we examined the expression of Slc7a11 in the SCN by in situ hybridization at ZT6 (day time) and ZT18 (night time). We found that Slc7a11 hybridization signals were higher at ZT 18 than those at ZT6, suggesting cyclic expression of Slc7a11 mRNA under LD cycle ( Fig 7A and 7B ). In addition, we also examined the expression profiles of Slc7a11 in the wild-type mice under constant darkness by RT-PCR [36, 37] . The profiles of Slc7a11 expression showed rhythmicity in the wild-type SCN by Jonckheere-Terpstra-Kendall (JTK) cycle analysis ( Fig 7C, p<0 .05). In Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice, we found that the mRNA levels of most core clock genes were comparable to wild-type mice in the SCN and and Ctc1 (I, J) mutant mice. Blue and red lines represent the wild-type and mutant mice in the same centre, respectively. Data are normalized and presented as the mean value ± SEM (n = 7-8 for each genotype). The time of day is indicated in hours, and the dark period is indicated by shading.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1008577.g005 liver tissues ( Fig 7D and S10 Fig) . This is consistent with the non-altered circadian period. However, the expression phases of genes with high-amplitude such as Per2 and Dbp were advanced in the SCN of Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice compared with wild-type littermates (Fig 7D) , in consistent with the results of advanced activity onset, suggesting that disruption of Slc7a11 affects the circadian entrainment. These phase advances are not found in the Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a liver tissues (S10 Fig). In addition, the SCN mRNA levels of Grp, Grpr, Vip, Pk2 and Pkr2 were significantly altered at some time points in DD in Slc7a11 knockout mice ( Fig 7E) . The profiles of GRP and GRPR are rhythmic under LD with a peak at ZT12 in the SCN that regulate the circadian phase [38, 39] . The misalignment between the expression of Grp and Grpr observed in the SCN of Slc7a11 knockout mice may result in missing the best binding timing and result in a defect in entrainment. In addition, VIP participates the synchrony in mammalian clock neurons and mediates the entrainment of circadian rhythms [8, 40] . The plateau of Vip expression in the SCN from Slc7a11 tm1a/tm1a mice instead of the sharp peak of Vip expression at ZT 12, as well as the phase shift of Avp, appears to weaken the optimal onset of activity ( Fig 7E) . The function of prokineticin 2 (Pk2) and its receptor Pkr2 have been shown to be under the dual regulation of both light and the circadian clock and affect the circadian entrainment [41, 42] . The altered expression of these genes involved in SCN intercellular communication suggest that the SCN neuron synchronization might be affected in the mutant mice [43] . Together, our results suggest that although Slc7a11 is not required for core clock function, it is involved in mediating circadian entrainment of behaviour.
Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of large-scale characterization of mouse mutants with impaired circadian alignment under light/dark cycles as part of an IMPC collaborative effort to generate a genome-wide catalogue of gene function. By analyzing IC datasets of 2201 C57BL/6N mice for activity/rest and 2160 C57BL/6N mice for food intake from five IMPC centres, we identified two robust parameters of circadian misalignment of behaviours. Our machine learning based SyncScreener enables fast, objective and large-scale behavioural screening of mutant mouse lines. We identified five genes (approximately 0.66%) among 750 mutant lines that are potentially involved with circadian misalignment of activity and food intake behaviour. Previous studies have mainly focused on measuring circadian period and not misalignment as the target phenotype. Because IMPC plans to generate~20,000 mutant lines, many for genes thus far uncharacterized, our results have laid the foundation for future a comprehensive screen of circadian behaviour mutants under light/dark cycles. Anticipating and adapting to light/dark cycles is a major function of circadian clocks. Recent discoveries have highlighted how the internal coincidence of the circadian clock can change phases to synchronize with external environmental cycles [44] , as has been shown by mutations of PER2 and CSN1KD in familial advanced sleep phase syndrome [14, 15] , mutations or SNPs of ARNTL, DEC1 and RORB in bipolar disorder [45] , and mutations of CRY1 in familial delayed sleep phase disorder [12] . The identification of these genes provides important insights into how molecular clocks affect human health and behaviour. In this study, we discovered that Slc7a11, Spop, Rhbdl1, Oxtr and Ctc1 are potential candidate genes that are involved in the precision and adaptability of circadian behaviours under light-dark cycles. Validation of one of these candidate genes, by generating Slc7a11 mutant mice in Cam-Su Genomic Resource Center, revealed that Slc7a11 is involved in interfering intercellular coupling factors in the SCN. Further studies of these candidate genes will uncover new insights into the mechanism of circadian misalignment of behaviours. A critical future next step will be to determine how these genes, which may be involved in distinct pathways, can influence the phase of behaviour and physiology in response to light/dark cycles. Ultimately, the availability of more than 20,000 mouse lines and our screening method established here should allow a comprehensive identification of genes involved in misalignment of mouse behaviour under light/dark cycles. 
Materials and methods
Ethics statement
Animals
Mice were housed in specific pathogen-free animal facilities. Slc7a1 1tm1a/tam1a mice were generated according to the standard protocol in CAM_SU Genomic Resource Center. Fbxl3, Genetic screen for circadian misalignment Zbtb20, hPER1 S730G mutant mice were generated as described previously and hPER2 S662G was generated by Dr. Xu in Fu & Ptacek lab in the UCSF. IC data from these known mutant mice were generated by Xu lab in the CAM-SU Genomic Resource Center. All mutant mice used in these studies have been described previously [15, 16, 29, 30] .
Phenotype data acquisition
Indirect Calorimetry raw data was collected from five centres (WTSI, TCP, ICS, RBRC and HMGU). Five centres follow the pipeline of IMPC. IC equipment: WTSI, ICS and HMGU: TSE PhenoMaster/Labmaster CaloSys, TCP: Columbus Oxymax/CLAMS, RBRC: O'hara FWI-3002 & IA-16M, CAM-SU: Oxymax/CLAMS. Light schedules are WTSI: 7:30-19:30; TCP: 7:00-19:00; ICS: 7:00-19:00; RBRC 11:00-23:00; HMGU: 6:00-18:00. Recording in each center started and ended at different times. In the indirect calorimetry module standard measurements begin five hours before lights-off (lights off = T0) and are finished at T16 i.e. four hours after lights-on the next morning. Data analysis were restricted to within-centre comparisons between controls and mutants.
Data pre-processing
We improved the accuracy of the automatic identification of the peak phase and onset time by detecting and removing the bad data points (measurement errors and environment interferences) in raw data for activity and food intake before running any analyses. First, we excluded out-of-range values that exceeded a realistic scope, such as a food intake of more than 0.65 g and an activity higher than 4000 counts per hour during the daytime. Second, we carefully assessed the data obtained at the light-off time point ZT12 (denoted as y 12 ), particularly the data obtained by ICS, because abnormal data generated at ZT12 resulting from an unstable environment, such as unstable light intensity, may lead to an inaccurate assessment of the onset time and peak phase. If y 12 satisfied the following conditions: 1) a local maximum, 2) higher than four-fifths of the peak value (denoted as y max ), and 3) no other local maximum between ZT12 and ZT17, we considered it a bad data point and removed it from the dataset. Finally, we deleted the pulse breakup data point that was far from the neighbouring data points. In brief, a data point can be regarded as breakup data when the difference, y diff_τ = min {|y τ −y τ−1 |,|y τ −y τ+1 |}, reaches a certain threshold, y th_p = α 1 y max , where y τ represents the data value corresponding to ZT τ , and the parameter α 1 = 0.57 is chosen empirically.
Onset time and peak phase recognition by deep learning (CNNs)
We applied a machine learning algorithm to identify the onset time and peak phase of daily cyclic data. In our algorithm, a CNN learned synthetic rhythmic data sets was used to predict the two biological parameters.
Training data set
The inputs to a machine learning algorithm are thousands of labelled measurements of samples that are the same type as measurements used to predict. Here, however, the diversity of chorotypes in our data was poor, the rhythm of most tested mice was similar to that of wildtype, and the rhythm of most volunteers was normal. Furthermore, our work was to label (onset times and peak phases) the daily rhythmic mice activity/food intake data. Therefore, we generated training data sets according to the raw activity and food intake data from five centres. We were interested in the onset times and peak phases of mouse behaviour. The onset time is the first transition point at which the state of mouse behaviour transfers from the rest state to the active state, and the transition process ends at the peak phase. As the transition process is kinetic, we simulated the data before the first peak by an ODE and fitted other data by Gaussian functions. Finally, we employed white noise to simulate measurement errors. To produce proper training data, we performed the following steps:
First, we calculated the average values (y ave,i , i = 1,2,3. . .25) of all measurements at 25 zeitgeber times.
Second, we simulated the state transition process (average data before the first peak) via an OED with a piecewise function. ODE can be described as follows:
F is a piecewise function presenting the endogenous switch where t 1 , t 2 and t 3 stand for the zeitgeber times of the first average data point one hour before the onset time and peak phase. h 2 and are data values at t 2 and t 3 . h 1 is set empirically. u 1 , u 2 and u 3 are all set to 1.1.
x is the measurements of mouse behaviour, which follow the biological switch F in this model. Mouse behaviour is bimodal in the day/night cycle. However, in some cases, there are three peaks. Thus, we employed three Gaussian functions for fitting the remaining average data. where a 3 , a 7 and a 11 represent peak phases of three peaks; three terms a 1 , a 5 and a 9 stand for the amplitudes of three peaks; a 2 , a 6 and a 10 describe the width of each peak; and a 4 , a 8 and a 12 are the minima of the three fitting curves. Then, we found the initial values and parameter ranges from raw data for Gaussian fitting. We detected the local maximums that were higher than four neighbouring data points. The corresponding ZT values of local maximums (ZT peak1, ZT peak2 and ZT peak3 ) were used as initial values for a 3 , a 7 and a 11 . We took the initial values of a 2 , a 6 and a 10 as 2 empirically. The initial a 5 and a 9 are m 2 −min(y ave ) and m 3 −min(y ave ) where m 2 and m 3 are the measured peak values of the second and third peaks from raw data, and the initial a 1 is max(x onset )−min(x onset ). The initial values of a 4 , a 8 and a 12 are 0.05 for food intake, 750 for activity, respectively. Then, we set the lower and upper bounds for the above parameters. The ranges of a 7 and a 11 are [ZT peak2, -3, ZT peak2 +3] and [ZT peak3, -3, ZT peak3 +3], and the ranges of a 3 are [ZT peak1, ZT peak1 ]. The ranges of a 5 and a 9 are [0,10(m 2 −min(y ave ))] and [0,10 (m 3 −min(y ave ))], and the ranges of a 1 are [(max(x onset )−min(x onset )),(max(x onset )−min(x onset ))]. The ranges of a 2 , a 6 and a 10 are all [0, 4]. The ranges of a 4 , a 8 and a 12 are [0, 0.15] for food intake. If there are only two peaks, m 3 is set to zero. In the end, raw average data after the first peak were fitted with multiple Gaussian functions via MATLAB's lsqcurvefit function with above initial values and parameter ranges. Accordingly, we obtained standard parameters p � * to best fit the ODE and Gaussian functions to raw average data.
Next, we generated various parameter sets p ! to mimic different chorotypes. The parameters for ODE can be described as follows:
1. t 1 is the zeitgeber time of the first data point. t 1 is set to 6 for mice and 0 for humans;
2. t 2 is the zeitgeber time of one data point before onset. t 2 is uniformly distributed between 9 and 13 for mice, and 3. t 3 is the zeitgeber time of the peak phase. t 3 = t 2 +Δt, Δt is uniformly distributed between 0 and 3.
4. h 3 is the peak height of the first peak. h 3 = z h3 h 3 � . h � 3 represents the peak height of the first peak of the standard curve. z h3 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0.5, 1.5).
5. h 2 is the height of the data point at t 2 h 2 = z h2 h 3 . z h2 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0.2, 0.9).
6. h 1 is the height of the data point at t 1 . h 1 = h 2 /z h1 . z h1 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (1, 1.2).
7. u 1 = u 2 = u 3 = 1.1.
8. ε = z ε ε � . z ε is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0.8, 1.2).
9. The solution of ODE with the above parameters is a time series y 1 , which represents the pattern before the first peak.
Parameters for three Gaussian functions can be described as follows:
1. a 1 is the amplitude of the first peak, a 1 = max(y 1 )−y 1 (1).
2. a 2 is the width of the first peak. a 2 = max{t width1 ,t width2 }, t width2 is uniformly distributed between 2 and 3. t width1 = z width t width0 , z width is uniformly distributed between 0 and 3. t width0 = t 3 −t mid , t mid is the zeitgeber time of y mid , y mid ¼ h 2 þh 3 2 . 3. a 3 is the zeitgeber time of the first peak phase, a 3 = t 3 .
4. a 4 is the minima of the curves, a 4 = y 1 (1). 5. a 5 is the amplitude of the second peak, a 5 = z a5 a 1 . z a5 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0.8, 1.2).
6. a 6 is the width of the second peak. a 6 = z a6 a 6 � . a � 6 represents the width of the second peak of the standard curve, and z a6 is a random variable following a uniform distribution U (0.8, 1.2).
7. a 7 is the zeitgeber time of the second peak phase, a 7 = ξ a7 +a 7 � . a � 7 is the zeitgeber time of the second peak phase of standard curve, and z a7 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (-1, 2). 9. a 9 is the amplitude of the third peak, a 9 = z a9 (a 4 +a 1 )−a 8 . z a9 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0.5, 1.5).
10. a 10 is the width of third peak, a 10 = z a10 a 10 � . a � 10 represents the width of the third peak of the standard curve, and z a10 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0.8, 1.2).
11. t 11 is the zeitgeber time of the third peak phase, t 11 = t 1 +z a11 is a random variable following uniform distribution U (0, 1).
12. a 11 is the minima of the curves, a 11 = a 8 .
Then, we created curves via ODE and Gaussian functions with the above parameters, p ! , and extracted 25 data points at each ZT. We generated 10 W training curves; therefore, training sets can be described as (Y i,j , i = 1,2,3. . .25, j = 1,2,3. . .10 5 ). Additionally, a standard normal random perturbation was used to simulate experimental noise. Thus, we created the final training sets, including the circadian patterns (parameter variation) and measurement errors (white noise).
Convolutional neural network architecture
The CNN in our deep learning model has three convolution layers, two pooling layers and two fully connected layers. Each fully connected layer consists of 1024 neurons. The dropout was inserted into the first fully connected layer to avoid overfitting, and the probability was set (1-drop probability) to 0.5. The parameters of each layer are as specified in Table 1 and ðy ii À y pi Þ n is the number of training data, y ii and y pi represent the i-th input data and i-th predicted result. Our optimizer was Adam, and the learning rate was set to 0.0001.
Effect size
To quantitate the strength of phenodeviance in mutant mice, we used standardized effect size (Cohen's d), d ¼ x m À x wt s , to measure the difference between mutant and wild-type mice. x m and x wt is mean value of phases or onset times of mutant and wild-type mice in corresponding center. s is the pooled standard deviation, as s ¼ ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ffi ðn m À 1Þs m 2 þ ðn wt À 1Þs wt 2 n m þ n wt À 2 s where n m and n wt is the number of mutant and wild-type mice in corresponding center, s m and s wt is the standard deviation of peak phases and onset times of mutant and wild-type mice in corresponding center. A larger value of effect size always indicates a stronger phenodeviance.
Metabolic rhythm measure and analysis
Mice were housed in individual metabolic cages in a temperature-controlled animal facility for an adaptation period of 3 days and were continuously recorded for another 3 days in 20 min time bins. The activity and food intake rhythmicities were calculated as described in our previous studies [16, 29] .
Locomotor activity analysis
For wheel-running activity assay, as previously described [15] , six to ten four-month-old mice were individually housed in cages equipped with running wheels, and they were initially entrained to a LD cycle for at least 7 days, followed by constant darkness for several weeks. To exam light entrainment in mice, a skeleton photoperiod with two light pulses from clock time 07:45 to 08:00 and from clock time 20:00 to 20:15 (ZT0, clock time 08:00) was used. Mice were initially entrained to LD 12:12 for at least 14 d and then released to skeleton photoperiod for 21d [46] . For the jetlag experiments, mice were entrained to a LD 12:12 cycle for 10 days and then LD cycle was advanced 6 hr for 20 days before getting back to the original setting [9] . To assess masking in mice, LD 3.5:3.5 cycle was used. mice were entrained to a LD 12:12 cycle for 10 days, then released to LD 3.5:3.5 cycle for 7 days [47] . Wheel rotation was recorded using ClockLab software (Actimetrics, RRID:SCR_014309).
RNA isolation, RT-PCR and mRNA expression analyses
RNA isolation and RT-PCR (including primers for mRNA profiling) were carried out as previously described [48] . The relative levels of each RNA were normalized to the corresponding Actin levels. Each value used for these calculations was the mean of at least three replicates of the same reaction. Relative RNA levels are expressed as the percentage of the maximal value obtained for each experiment. Each mean ± s.d. was obtained from three biological independent experiments.
In situ hybridization of the SCN
Mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation at the indicated time points. Coronal sections containing the SCN were processed for in situ hybridization with cRNA sense or antisense probes from nucleotides 581-1412 (NM_011990.1) for Slc7a11. Hybridization steps were performed as in our previous study [48] .
Supporting information S1 File. Activity/rest scatter plots. 
